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networks. To obtain a satisfa tory performan e
from these te hniques or algorithms, they must be
In this paper we dis uss the me hanism of mul- made adequate to this new and hallenging envitipoint relays (MPRs) to eÆ iently do the ood- ronment.
ing of broad ast messages in the mobile wireless
Spe i ally, ad-ho radio networks have an innetworks. Multipoint relaying is a te hnique to herent apa ity for broad asting, i.e., with one
redu e the number of redundant re-transmissions emission, a node an rea h all the nearby nodes.
while di using a broad ast message in the net- Using this apability for optimizing broad ast
work. We dis uss the prin iple and the fun tion- messages in su h networks is a hallanging task.
ing of MPRs, and propose a heuristi to sele t A ompromise has to be made between a small
these MPRs in a mobile wireless environment. We number of emissions and the reliability. Several
also analyze the omplexity of this heuristi and te hniques are des ribed in the literature to limit
prove that the omputation of a multipoint relay or optimize the ooding of broad ast traÆ [1℄,
set with minimal size is NP- omplete. Finally, we [2℄, [3℄, [4℄, [5℄, [6℄, [7℄. Some results of omparipresent some simulation results to show the eÆ- son between these te hniques an be found in [8℄.
ien y of multipoint relays.
Our paper dis usses in detail the me hanism of
keywords: multipoint relays, mobile wireless
\multipoint relaying" as one of the possible solunetworks, ooding of broad ast messages
tion, rst presented in [2℄. Comparison with other
te hniques is reserved for future work.
Abstra t

1

In t r o d u

t io n

The resear h relating to me hanisms and protools used in the wired networks is be oming mature. As a result, these me hanisms and protools are now lassi ed a ording to their relative
domains of appli ation, based on performan e results obtained in those spe i areas.
For mobile wireless networks, the resear h is
still in its earlier stage. There is less onsensus about the appli ability of di erent existing
te hniques and algorithms in these new type of
1

1.1

R e q u ire m e n t s of a m o b ile w ire le s s e n v i r o n m e n t

In \mobile" \wireless" networks, ea h of these
two words put before us a list of requirements,
and the daunting task is to ful ll them to their
best. The mobility implies the limited lifetime of
neighborhood or topology information re eived at
any time, be ause of the movement of nodes. This
implies that the information be updated regularly,
otherwise it be omes invalid. More frequently

the information is updated, more the mobility of ea h other to ommuni ate dire tly. So there must
be a me hanism to rea h the far away nodes in ornodes an be handled orre tly and eÆ iently.
The wireless nature of the medium implies the der to keep them informed of the latest hanges.
limited bandwidth apa ity available in a fre- The on ept of intermediate nodes whi h serve as
quen y band. It is further redu ed by the high bit relays to pass the messages between the sour e
error rate in radio transmissions. This makes it a and the destination is one of the solution.
s ar e and hen e a pre ious resour e. Every efIf a message is for a spe i destination, the
fort is done to onsume it very prudently. Hen e, determination of intermediate nodes is simple: all
while designing a proto ol using wireless links, the nodes whi h form the path (if it exists) from
the main task is to redu e the unne essary use of the sour e up to the destination are the intermedithis bandwidth.
ate nodes. These nodes agree upon a me hanism
Therefore, the requirements of these two envi- to re-transmit the message, on their turn, so that
ronments are ompletely opposite to ea h other. the message is su essfully transfered to the desMobility requires more traÆ to be send in tination. Di erent routing proto ols designate, in
the network to keep the nodes informed of the di erent ways, these intermediate nodes for unihanges, and at the same time, wireless medium ast pa ket forwarding.
does not allow to be used abundantly for unne es- The problem arises when a pa ket is not dessary traÆ . The ompromise is to manage the mo- tined to a spe i node, rather it is a broad ast
bility of nodes while using minimum of the band- message for all the nodes in the network. The
width resour es.
task of determining the intermediate nodes who
will forward the pa ket is not trivial in this ase.
The nodes should behave su h that the message is
1.2
F lo o d in g of b ro a d a s t m e s s a g e s
rea hed to every node in the network. A simple
in th e n e t w o r k
solution is that ea h node re-transmits the mesThe type of ontrol traÆ that is generated to sage, when it re eives the rst opy of the mesmanage the mobility of nodes in a network is sage. Fig 1 shows an example where a pa ket
mostly the information that a node de lares about originated by node S is di used up to 3-hops with
its relative movement, its new position, or its new 24 retransmissions. The pa ket is retransmitted
neighborhood, et . Some times, this information by all the intermediate nodes in order to di use
is useful only in the neighborhood of the node it in the network. This te hnique is known as
whi h is de laring the information. Therefore, \pure ooding". It is simple, easy to implement,
the information is not required to be propagated and gives a high probability that ea h node, whi h
in whole of the network to rea h every node. But is not isolated from the network, will re eive the
in many ases, not only the immediate neighbors broad ast message. The in onvenien e of this
of the de laring node, but the other far away nodes te hnique is that it onsumes a large amount of
also need to know the topologi al hanges o ur- bandwidth be ause of so many redundant retransring anywhere in the network. In these situations, missions.
lot of message passing is required in the network
In ertain onditions, and parti ularly in the
to keep the information onsistent and valid at \wireless" networks, the availability of limited reea h node, by regularly announ ing the hanges sour es in terms of bandwidth apa ity requires to
due to mobility, or failure of links, et .
restri t the traÆ as mu h as possible. If this onThe announ ements about link hanges are des- straint of wireless medium is not onsidered while
tined to ea h node of the network. But often all designing an algorithm, the network may su er
the nodes of network are not in the radio range of from performan e degradations due to high over2
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Figure 1: Di usion of a broad ast message
using pure ooding

Figure 2: Di usion of a broad ast message
using multipoint relays

loads or ongestion, when the ooding of broad- bor, like in pure ooding. This set is kept small
ast pa kets is laun hed in the network. On one as mu h as possible by eÆ iently sele ting the
hand, broad ast messages need some me hanism neighbors whi h overs (in terms of one-hop raof ooding, spe ially in mobile environment to dio range) the same network region as the omkeep the mobile nodes remain in onta t by regu- plete set of neighbors does. This small subset of
larly di using the updates. But on the other hand, neighbors is alled multipoint relays of a given
it is not appre iatable either to a e t the a tual network node. The te hnique of multipoint relays
working of the system due to this additional on- (or MPRs) provides an adequate solution to retrol traÆ .
du e ooding of broad ast messages in the netEvery proto ol uses some kind of ooding of work, while attaining the same goal of transferontrol messages, for its fun tioning [9℄, [10℄. ring the message to every node in the network
It be omes very advantageous to optimize the with a high probability. Fig 2 shows an examresour e onsumption of the ooding pro ess. ple where a broad ast message of node S is difMany te hniques are des ribed in the literature fused in the network using the multipoint relays.
to limit the ooding of broad ast traÆ and ea h In this ase, it took only 11 retransmissions for a
te hnique has its own area of appli ation and has message to rea h up to 3-hops.
its own advantages and disadvantages. Here, we
Multipoint relaying te hnique works in a diswill dis uss the me hanism of \multipoint relaytributed manner, designed in view of the mobile
ing" as one of the possible solution.
and disperse nature of the network nodes. Ea h
node al ulates its own set of multipoint relays,
whi h is ompletely independent of other nodes'
2
M u lt ip o in t re la y in g
sele tion of their MPRs. Ea h node rea ts when
The on ept of \multipoint relaying" is to re- its neighborhood nodes hange and a ordingly
du e the number of dupli ate re-transmissions modi es its MPR set to ontinue overing its twowhile forwarding a broad ast pa ket. This te h- hop neighbors.
nique restri ts the number of re-transmitters to a An important aspe t of the multipoint relays is
small set of neighbor nodes, instead of all neigh- the manner in whi h these multipoint relays are
3

sele ted by ea h node. The goal is to a hieve
the maximum performan e by sele ting an optimal set of MPRs by ea h node. But this task is
not a trivial one. If the me hanism of sele ting the
MPRs is too simple, it may not sele t eÆ iently
the MPRs in a dynami and omplex situation,
and the expe ted performan e gain would not be
a hieved. If the algorithm of MPR sele tion is
very omplex and sophisti ated to provide a near
to optimal MPR set, it may be ome diÆ ult to implement it. A highly sophisti ated algorithm may
generate its own ontrol traÆ , to gather information for its fun tioning, whi h be omes omparable to the saving in ooding of messages. Thus,
there must be a ompromise in designing su h an
algorithm for the sele tion of multipoint relays: it
should be easy to implement, and it should give
near to optimal MPR set in \majority" of ases.
The information required to al ulate the multipoint relays is the set of one-hop neighbors and
the two-hop neighbors, i.e. the neighbors of
the one-hop neighbors. To obtain the information about one-hop neighbors, most proto ols use
some form of HELLO messages, that are sent loally by ea h node to de lare its presen e. In a
mobile environment, these messages are sent periodi ally as a keep alive signals to refresh the information. To obtain the information of two-hop
neighbors, one solution may be that ea h node atta hes the list of its own neighbors, while sending
its HELLO messages. With this information, ea h
node an independently al ulate its one-hop and
two-hop neighbor set. On e a node has its oneand two-hop neighbor sets, it an sele t a minimum number of one-hop neighbors whi h overs
all its two-hop neighbors.
2.1

H e u r is t i

fo r th e se l e t i o n o f m u l -

ti p o i n t re l a y s

We propose here one heuristi for the sele tion
of multipoint relays. To sele t the multipoint relays for the node x, let us all the the set of onehop neighbors of node x as N (x), and the set of
4

its two-hop neighbors as N 2 (x). Let the sele ted
multipoint relay set of node x be MPR(x). The
heuristi an be stated as:
1. Start with an empty multipoint relay set

()

MPR x

2. First sele t those one-hop neighbor nodes in
N (x) as multipoint relays whi h are the only
neighbor of some node in N 2 (x), and add
these one-hop neighbor nodes to the multipoint relay set MPR(x)
3. While there still exist some node in N 2 (x)
whi h is not overed by the multipoint relay
set MPR(x) :
(a) For ea h node in N (x) whi h is not
in MPR(x), ompute the number of
nodes that it overs among the un overed nodes in the set N 2 (x)

(b) Add that node of N (x) in MPR(x) for
whi h this number is maximum.

To analyze the above heuristi , rst noti e that
the se ond step permits to sele t some one-hop
neighbor nodes as MPRs whi h must be in the
MPR(x) set. Otherwise the MPR(x) will not over
all the two-hop neighbors. These nodes will be
sele ted as MPRs in the pro ess, sooner or later.
Therefore, if the se ond step is omitted, the multipoint relay set an still be al ulated with su ess, i.e. it will over all the two-hop neighbors.
The presen e of step 2 is for optimizing the MPR
set. Those nodes whi h are ne essary to over
the two-hop set N 2 (x) are all sele ted in the beginning, whi h helps to redu e the number of unovered nodes of N 2 (x) at the start of the normal
re ursive pro edure of step 3.

swer the question. Let us now show that the Multipoint Relay Problem is NP- omplete.
o m p u t a t io n
of
m u lt ip o in t
It is obviously in NP sin e taking a random set
in N (x), one an easily he k in polynomial time
re la y s
if it is a multipoint relay set and if its size is less
This se tion is devoted to the analysis of the than k. To prove that it is NP- omplete, we prove
omputation of the multipoint relays. We will that the following Dominating Set Problem whi h
show that unfortunately, nding a multipoint re- is known to be NP- omplete [11℄ an be redu ed
lay set with minimal size is NP-hard. Neverthe- to the Multipoint Relay Problem in polynomial
less we will see that the above heuristi is within time:
a log n fa tor from optimality. Let us rst give a Dominating Set Problem: Given a graph (i.e.
formal de nition of the problem.
a set of nodes and a set of neighbors for ea h
node) and a number k, is there a dominating set of
ardinality less than k ? Where a dominating set
3.1
F o r m a l d e n it io n s
is a set S of nodes su h that any node of the graph
If x is a node of the network, we denote by is either in S or in the neighborhood of some node
N (x) the set of its one-hop neighbors. N (x) is
in S .
alled the neighborhood of x. (Here we onsider
Let G be a graph with node set V and let M (x)
that x 2= N (x).) Let N 2 (x) denote the two-hop denote the neighborhood of any x 2 V . We onneighbors of x.
stru t a redu tion as follows. Let us make a opy
If y is a one-hop neighbor of x, we also say of V and denote with a prime the opies: x0 dethat x overs y . Or we will simply say that y is a notes the opy of x for any x 2 V and S 0 denotes
neighbor of x. Moreover, if S and T are sets of the set of opies of the elements of any set S  V
nodes, we say that S overs T i every node in T (V 0 denotes the set of all the opies). Let s be
is overed by some node in S . A set S  N (x) is an element neither in V nor in V 0 . Consider a
a multipoint relay set for x if S overs N 2 (x), or network where the nodes are fsg [ V [ V 0 and
equivalently [y2N (x) N (y ) N (x)  [y2S N (y ). where the neighborhoods are the following (see
A multipoint relay set for a node x is optimal if Figure 3.2 for an example):
its number of elements is minimal among all the
multipoint relay set for x. We all this number the
optimal multipoint relay number for x.
N (s)
= V;

3

C o m p le x it y

a n a ly s is

on

th e

( ) = f 0 g [ ( )0 for 2
( 0 ) = f g [ ( ) for 2

N x

3.2

N P - o m p le t e n e s s

N x

x

x

M x

M x

x

x

V;

V

We prove that the following problem is NP- Su h a data stru ture an easily be omputed
omplete:
in polynomial time. We laim that the answer to
Multipoint Relay: Given a network (i.e. the
the Multipoint Relay Problem for the node s of
set of one-hop neighbors for ea h node), a node x the omputed network with the integer k is valid
of the network and an integer k, is there a multi- for the Dominating Set Problem for the onsidpoint relay set for x of size less than k ?
ered graph with the same integer k. It is suÆFirst of all, noti e that this problem is easier ient to prove that any multipoint relay set S for
than the problem of nding an optimal multipoint the network is asso iated with a dominating set
relay set. If an optimal set is known, simply om- of the graph with same ardinality. S is a subputing its size and omparing it to k allows to an- set of N (s) = V . We show that S itself is a
5
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Figure 3: (i) A graph. (ii) The network obtained
by the redu tion. fb; ; g g is a dominating set
in (i) and a multipoint relay set for s in (ii).

y

=

0
N (xi )

2

1
[ij

1
=1 N

0 (xj )

The osts are linked with the ardinality of the
dominating set of the graph. Consider a node omputed solution in the following way:
X
0
x 2 V and its opy x . As S is a multipoint relay
0
j
S j =
y
set, x0 is the neighbor of some node y 2 S . As
20
y
2
N
0
0
N (y ) = fy g [ M (y ) by de nition, we have ei0
0
0
ther x = y or x 2 M (y )0 , or equivalently, x = y
We are going to show that for any node z in S  0 ,
or x 2 M (y ). This means that x is in S or is the we have:
neighbor of some node in S . S is thus a dominatX
(1)
y  log jN 0 (z )j
ing set and the proof is a hieved.
y2N 0 (z)
Noti e rst that this implies immediately the result. Any node y 2 N 2 0 is the neighbor of some
ti
 0 (remember that no node in S1 is a neighx 2 S
We prove that the heuristi proposed in se - bor of y by de nition). We an thus dedu e:
tion 2.1 omputes a multipoint relay set of ardi0 = X  X X
j
S j
y
y
nality at most log n times the optimal multipoint
 0 y 2N 0 (z )
20
z
2
S
y
2
N
relay number where n is the number of nodes in
X
the network.
log jN 0(z)j  jS 0j log n

z2S 0
We give a proof dire tly inspired from [12℄
whi h is itself inspired from a general proof by
We still have to prove Inequation 1 to on lude.
Chvatal [13℄. The rst proof about an analogous Let z be a node in S  0 and let
heuristi was given in [14℄.
0
Let S1 be the nodes sele ted in stage 2 of the
ui = N (z )
[ij=1N 0 (xj ) ;
above algorithm and let x1 ; : : : ; xk be the nodes
for ea h 0  i  k (u0 = jN 0 (z )j)
sele ted in stage 3 (xi is the ith added node). Let

be the number of neighbors of z in N 2 0 whi h
S be a solution with minimal ardinality. First
noti e that S1  S  sin e any node in S1 is the are still not overed after the hoi e of x1 ; : : : ; xi .
only neighbor of some node in N 2 (s). We will Let l be the rst index su h that ul = 0. When
show that jS S1 j  log njS  S1 j whi h implies xi is hosen, ui 1 ui neighbors of z are then
that the omputed solution is within a fa tor log n overed. We an thus dedu e:
from the optimal.
l
X
X
1
Let N 2 1 be the set of nodes in N 2 (s) that are
=
(
ui 1
ui )
y
0
0
N (xi )
[ij=11 N 0 (xj )
neighbors of some node in S1 . We set N 2 = y2N 0 (z)
i=1

3.3

A n a l y s i s o f th e P r o p o s e d H e u r i s -

6

We then noti e that the hoi e of xi by the algorithm implies:

4.1

S im u la t io n m o d e l

Our study relates to large networks, in terms
of number of nodes. We onsidered dense netso the nodes had a signi ant number of
0
N (xi )
[ij=11 N 0 (xj )  N 0(z) [ij=11 N 0 (xj ) works,
links with their neighbors. In order to assure the
=
ui 1
existen e of a path from a node to all other nodes
in the network, we onsidered the onne ted netThis implies:
works only, i:e: without any partitions or isolated
nodes.
The graph of the network was omposed
Z u
l
0
X
X
dt
1
of a grid of nodes and their links. All the nodes
(ui 1 ui) u 
y 
t
were pla ed on the grid, to form a square network
i 1
u
i=1
y2N 0 (z)
region. A radio range radius was de ned, and all
 log u0  log jN 0 (z)j  log n
the nodes whi h were inside this radius were onsidered as the dire t, one-hop neighbors. For all
The upper bound on the approximation fa tor the simulations, we onsidered a graph of 1024
follows. Noti e that we an get a sharper bound nodes pla ed on a 32x32 grid.
on the approximation fa tor: it is bounded by The simulations onsisted of varying the problog  where  is the maximum number of two- ability of error of re eption from 0 to 100%, and
hop nodes a one-hop node may over. When a di using a message of a node in the whole netvertex overs at most 40 nodes, the approximation work. This pro edure was repeated for ea h node
fa tor of the heuristi is below 3:7. When a ver- of the network to al ulate an average of these
tex overs at most 100 nodes, the approximation values, for ea h value of the error probability.
fa tor of the heuristi is bellow 4:7.
In our simulations, we adopted ertain assumptions to appropriately de ne the area of our study,
whi h is the impa t of error of re eption on the
4
S im u la t io n s
di usion of pa kets. These assumptions are as
follows:
Some simulations have also been done to study
the performan e of the proposed heuristi in the  The messages are broad ast messages whi h
omputation of multipoint relays. The obje tive
do not require an expli it a knowledgement
of the simulations was to ompare two types of alto on rm the re eption. Hen e there was no
gorithms for the di usion of pa kets in the radio
retransmission when error of re eption o networks: one is pure ooding te hnique, and the
urred;
se ond is di usion of pa kets using multipoint relays. The simulations aim at evaluating the behav-  There are no uni-dire tional links. Ea h
ior of these algorithms in the onditions of high
link between a pair of nodes is a perfe t bierror rates, either due to radio transmission probdire tional link;
lems or be ause of dynami environment with
rapidly hanging topologies. We were interested  The only traÆ exists in the network is that
in seeing the impa t of these errors on the network
of the di usion of broad ast pa ket;
with these two te hniques. Moreover, we studied
the limits of error rate up to whi h the algorithm  Ea h node retransmits a pa ket (if it has to
retransmit a ording to the proto ol) only
of multipoint relays is able to ensure the di usion
on e;
and an guarantee satisfa tory results.
l
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Figure 4: Completion of di usion in network

Figure 5: End of a tivity in the network



There is a syn hronization among the trans- As expe ted, the pure ooding took almost doumissions. Channel is time-slotted and ea h ble the time as ompared to multipoint relay te htransmission takes one slot;
nique. This behavior an be explained as a result
 Ea h time a node transmits a pa ket, its one- of pa ket retransmission by ea h and every node
hop neighbors re eive this pa ket with prob- of the network, even when it is not needed. This
ability P , where P is a per entage whi h lies an be proved by omparing the two graphs, and
we an observe that when the pa ket is su essbetween 0 and 100.
fully di used in the network, multipoint relaying
For a node to transmit, it was ne essary that te hnique took quite less time to stop further renone of its neighbors up to 2-hops are transmit- transmissions, but pure ooding ontinued to reting. We all this as blo king of transmissions up transmit, as ea h node must retransmit the pa ket,
to 2-hops. It was used to eliminate the problem of on e, on its turn.
interferen e when a node re eives two radio trans- The Figure 6 shows how many of the nodes
missions at the same time by two of its neighbors, have retransmitted the message, on the average.
For multipoint relaying, this gure was quite low
whi h are not neighbors themselves.
be ause only sele ted nodes had retransmitted
the pa ket, still a hieving the omparable perfor4.2
S i m u l a t i o n re s u l t s
man e (as shown in rest of the graphs). In ase of
Here we dis uss some of the simulation results pure ooding, obviously it was all the 1024 nodes
whi h retransmitted. As a onsequen e, the Figthat we have obtained.
The Figure 4 shows that when a message was ure 7 shows that in pure ooding, on average, the
di used in the network, how mu h time it took nodes have re eived too many dupli ate opies of
(in terms of lo k ti ks) so that all the nodes of the same message as ompared to the ase of multhe network get that message. It an be seen that tipoint relaying.
pure ooding took more time as ompared to mul- In optimizing the ooding me hanism and retipoint relay te hnique, to di use the message in du ing the traÆ by multipoint relaying, there is
the network. In the Figure 5, we ompare the time a small pri e to pay, and that is the robustness of
at whi h the transmission a tivity ended in the the proto ol in varying onditions of error rates.
network whi h was started to di use a message. In pure ooding, ea h node retransmits without
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over pure ooding s heme. The results of the
simulation show that although the lassi te hnique of pure ooding to di use a message in
the network is more reliable and robust, it onsumes a large amount of bandwidth as its ost. On
the other hand, multipoint relaying gives equally
good results, with mu h less ontrol traÆ , when
the errors of re eption remains less than 20%. In
general, it's a quite realisti assumption to onsider these errors as less than 10% in a network.
So we an on lude that in the range of error rate
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